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HIGHLIGHTS

• Systematic screening of mechanical, physical and microstructural properties of Fe–10B–5X alloys for lightweight design
• Ti, Zr, Hf, V, Nb, Ta, Cr, Mo, W additions exhibit widely differing microstructures of different boride phases and mixes
• Cr and Zr were identified as the most promising elements for design of high modulus steels
• Fe–B–Cr alloys exhibit similar performance as the established Ti alloyed materials, but at greatly reduced alloying costs
• Zr alloyed materials are softer and less ductile, but achieve extremely high stiffness/density ratio

GRAPHICAL ABSTRACT

ABSTRACT

We systematically screened the mechanical, physical and microstructural properties of the alloy systems Fe–10B–5X (at.%; X = Ti, Zr, Hf, V, Nb, Ta, Cr, Mo, W), in order to identify novel metal matrix composite steels as next generation lightweight materials. The alloys were synthesised and processed by bulk liquid metallurgical techniques, and subsequently analysed for their mechanical and physical properties (i.e. Young's modulus, density, tensile strength and ductility) as well their microstructure and constitution. From the wide variety of observed boride phases and microstructures and resultant different properties, Cr and Zr additions were found to be most effective. Cr qualifies well as the high fraction of M2B borides of spherical morphology allows achieving a similar stiffness/density ratio and mechanical performance as the reference Ti alloyed materials, but at substantially reduced alloy costs. Zr blended composites on the other hand are softer and less ductile, but the alignment of spiky ZrB2 particles during swaging led to a much higher – though most probably anisotropic – specific modulus. Consequences and recommendations for future alloy and processing design are outlined and discussed.

© 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Weight reduction is a major technical challenge for structural material design. An ideal pathway is blending strong and ductile metallic matrices for optimised mechanical performance with stiff and low-density ceramic particles for improved physical properties, thus creating metal
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matrix composites [1–6]. Key material parameters are a high Young’s modulus ($E$) for improved stiffness, high yield strength (YS) to allow for higher loads to be transferred, satisfactory ductility (such as tensile elongation TE) for forming operations during manufacturing, and a low density ($\rho$). High modulus steels (HMS; as the most common acronym for iron (Fe)-based composites) are especially attractive, as Fe exhibits a similar specific modulus ($E/\rho$) as established lightweight materials such as for example aluminium, magnesium or titanium alloys (about 26 GPa g$^{-1}$ cm$^{-3}$), but also a wide range of achievable mechanical properties due to its multitude of equilibrium and non-equilibrium phase transformations and low production costs [7].

Selecting suited particle phases however – from intrinsic properties alone – is difficult, as possible candidates are numerous and range from carbides to nitrides, oxides, intermetallics and borides [1]. Besides high efficiency (i.e. a high specific modulus), other aspects of critical importance are e.g. their thermodynamic stability (to prevent dissolution in the matrix), formation kinetics (possible floatation of low density particles forming in the liquid), interfacial properties (to ensure wetting of particles), as well as the availability and costs of the constituting elements. Furthermore, in-situ formation of such particles during synthesis greatly simplifies the production of such composite materials. All these factors are important for liquid metallurgy synthesis, and thus of key relevance for efficient mass production. When reviewing the wide range of stiff and low density particles under these engineering constraints, only a limited number of possible phases remain: Diamond for example has one of the highest specific moduli, but cannot be synthesised in-situ and will dissolve in Fe when added ex-situ. By contrast nitrides or oxides have high thermodynamic stability, as they form rapidly in the melt and are typically of low mass density, they float and form a slag instead of rendering dispersed in the solidified material [8]. Carbides are typically less effective, and detrimental for both the mechanical properties (through preferential precipitation at grain boundaries) and the melt viscosity (formation in the liquid phase) [4].

Borides, on the other hand, fulfill most of the above listed criteria for HMS design. Specifically the Fe–Titanium diboride (TiB$_2$) system has been intensely investigated [48–25], as TiB$_2$ has a high specific modulus (~125 GPa g$^{-1}$ cm$^{-3}$) and can be precipitated in-situ from a homogeneous Fe–Ti–B melt in a pseudo-binary eutectic reaction [9], with excellent interfacial properties and sufficient mechanical compliance with the matrix [11,18,23]. An Fe–10 vol.% TiB$_2$ alloy for example typically exhibits a specific modulus of about 30 GPa g$^{-1}$ cm$^{-3}$ at 400 MPa and ~30% TE [27,28]. The increased costs associated with the comparatively large quantities of Ti required (about 5 wt.% for the above mentioned alloy) can be decreased by the in-situ reduction of Ti-oxides through aluminium additions in the melt [8]. More problematic is the pronounced embrittlement observed with increasing TiB$_2$ fractions. This is caused by the unfavourable particle microstructure once the eutectic TiB$_2$ concentration (about 12 vol.% [20,25]) is exceeded and formation of large (several µm$^3$) primary particles in addition to the already sharp edged eutectic TiB$_2$ lamellae occurs. While the particle morphology can be successfully controlled by alloying additions and/or tailored solidification kinetics, leading to excellent property profiles [22,24,27], these measures further increase the associated efforts and costs, and thus may slow down the application of HMS as the next generation lightweight material on a broad scale.

However, as HMS still represent a relatively novel class of structural materials, the potential of other Fe–boride systems has not yet been investigated and exploited. Compared to the more thoroughly studied Fe–TiB$_2$ based HMS, these alternative alloy systems may offer more effective boride particles (so that lower particle fractions are required for the same gain in properties), and/or improved boride microstructures even with established alloying and processing routes (allowing for improved mechanical performance at similar particle fractions). Identifying the most suitable Fe–B–X system for the design of HMS from existing literature alone is difficult though, for the following reasons: (i) The thermodynamics of the Fe-rich corners of ternary Fe–B–X systems are often not fully understood, thus making it difficult to reliably predict which phases are stable for a specific alloy composition and temperature [29]. (ii) Depending on the alloy system, a multitude of equilibrium phases occurs, with often closely spaced compositional ranges. In the Fe–B–Cr system for example, 9 binary and 6 ternary borides have been reported, not even counting metastable phases which are out of thermodynamic equilibrium [30]. (iii) Apart from the difficulties in predicting the formation of specific phases, data concerning their intrinsic properties (such as $E$ and $\rho$) is rather scarce. Additionally, almost no information exists on what kind of particle microstructures (i.e. morphology, size and dispersion of the borides) will result for different processing conditions. Hence the prediction of the physical and mechanical performance of such an HMS alloy, i.e. its specific modulus, strength and ductility, is virtually impossible.

An experimental approach, i.e. screening the constitution, microstructure, mechanical and physical properties of ternary Fe–B–X systems, on the other hand, is extremely time consuming in view of the large number of possible alloy compositions and thermomechanical processing parameters, even with novel high throughput bulk metallurgical techniques [31]. Thin film combinatorial techniques may be substantially faster, but the correlation lengths of the property-dominating microstructural features (grain size, crystallographic texture, precipitate dispersion and topology etc.) typically exceed the dimensions accessible in thin films. It is therefore of high interest to use an alternative experimental strategy to efficiently obtain insight into which ternary Fe–B–X system has the highest potential for future HMS alloy design.

### 2. Objective and approach

The aim of this study is to evaluate ternary Fe–B–X alloy systems for the design of stiff, light, strong and ductile HMS. In view of the above listed difficulties with identifying the most suitable system exclusively from literature data, we follow here a property driven approach, i.e. first producing material based on the available data, then evaluate its mechanical and physical properties, followed by investigation of microstructure and constitution. This allows us to efficiently provide first insights into the underlying microstructural reasons for different types of material behaviour, and to successfully identify the most promising alloy systems for conducting more detailed follow-up studies.

The boride forming elements Ti (as a reference case), zirconium (Zr), hafnium (Hf), hafnium (Hf), vanadium (V), niobium (Nb), tantalum (Ta), molybdenum (Mo) and tungsten (W) were selected as compositional variables for this study. It is well known that diborides of the type MB$_2$ have a great potential as effective high-stiffness phases, as they assume a hexagonal lattice of the type $P6/mmc$, whose close crystallographic packing typically ensures high $E$ values [26,32]. For the systems Fe–B–Ti, Fe–B–Zr and Fe–B–Hf the formation of such MB$_2$ has been experimentally reported [9], while for example in the case of the Fe–B–Cr system borides of the type M$_2$B are more likely to form [30]. However, as noted above, as no clear and comparable information exists for the formation of MB$_2$ type borides. In binary Fe–B alloys Fe$_2$B is well known to form. While its spherical morphology has shown to be not detrimental for the ductility of the bulk composite [8], its comparatively low stiffness and high density ($\rho$ 7.15 g cm$^{-3}$, $E$ 290 GPa, respectively [4]) makes it not a promising particle phase for HMS design. All alloys were synthesised and processed by standard liquid metallurgical techniques, and subsequently analysed regarding their mechanical and physical properties (i.e. $E$, $\rho$, YS, TE) as well their microstructure and constitution. The results aim at representing the basis to identify the most suitable systems for alloy design of novel HMS, whose alloy composition and thermomechanical parameters can be most effectively
studied and refined further by using established high throughput bulk metallurgical techniques [31,33–35].

3. Materials and methods

All alloys of this study are of the composition Fe–10 B–5 X (at.%; X = Ti, Zr, Hf, V, Nb, Ta, Cr, Mo, W). This represents a hypo-eutectic concentration for the reference alloy with Ti, which is an optimum benchmark for judging the performance of the other material systems, as it does not undergo strong embrittlement through the formation of coarse primary particles, and represents the current state of the art in HGS design. Charges of ~600 g were synthesised by Arc melting pure materials (>99.99%) in an Argon atmosphere on a water-cooled copper (Cu) hearth and subsequently cast in a cylindrical Cu mould with 20 mm internal diameter. The chemical compositions (target and actual values determined by wet chemical analysis) are listed in Table 1. Compositional scatter indicates inhomogeneities probably caused by density-induced separation (floating or sinking) of boride phases prior to solidification.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target values/at.%</th>
<th>Actual values/at.%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fe–10B–5Ti</td>
<td>Fe–11.5B–5.1Ti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe–10B–5Zr</td>
<td>Fe–10.9B–4.7Zr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe–10B–5Hf</td>
<td>Fe–(10.2–10.3)B–(5.1–5.4)Hf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe–10B–5V</td>
<td>Fe–(9.3–10.6)B–(4.3–4.8)V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe–10B–5Nb</td>
<td>Fe–10.4B–(5.0–5.2)Nb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe–10B–5Ta</td>
<td>Fe–9.6B–4.9Ta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe–10B–5Cr</td>
<td>Fe–10.5B–5.2Cr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe–10B–5Mo</td>
<td>Fe–9.7B–4.2Mo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe–10B–5W</td>
<td>Fe–9.7B–2.6–2.7W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Results

4.1. Physical and mechanical properties

The E and ρ data obtained for the Fe–10 B–5 X alloys are plotted in Fig. 1. In the as-cast state (Fig. 1a), the Mo alloyed samples exhibited with 221 GPa the lowest E values (black rhombi), and the Nb alloyed material with 246 GPa the highest ones. The bulk mass density ρ_{bulk} values (blue circles) were found to be lowest for the Ti alloyed materials (7.38 g cm^{-3}) and highest for Ta-alloyed samples (8.28 g cm^{-3}). The ρ_{flakes} values (empty red circles) were almost identical to the ρ_{bulk} data except for Nb, Ta and W alloyed materials, where the ρ_{flakes} was about 0.15 g cm^{-3} larger than the respective ρ_{bulk} values. After swaging (Fig. 1b) both ρ and E changed substantially. With 227 GPa the lowest E was measured for the W alloyed samples, and with 246 GPa the highest for the Zr alloyed material. Similar to the as-cast state, the ρ_{bulk} was measured lowest for the Ti alloyed samples (7.40 g cm^{-3}) and highest for Ta alloyed samples (8.33 g cm^{-3}). The differences between ρ_{flakes} and ρ_{bulk} Values are now slightly larger. As ρ_{bulk} represents the more realistic mass density values (i.e. those relevant for a manufactured, load bearing machine component) because it includes also possible internal defects such as pores and cracks, we base all the following evaluations on the ρ_{bulk} Values, as well as on the E values obtained after swaging of the materials for the same reason. In Fig. 2 the determined E values of all alloys after swaging are plotted as function of the inverse ρ_{bulk} data (i.e. specific volume). It becomes clear that the Cr, V, Ti, Nb and especially Zr alloyed materials have higher specific modulus (positioned in the upper right corner) than those alloyed with Hf, Mo, Ta and W (bottom left).

The corresponding mechanical performance of all materials in the as-swaged state is shown in Fig. 3 as representative engineering stress/strain curves obtained by tensile testing. Ultimate tensile strength (UTS), YS and especially TE values vary greatly between the
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different Fe–10B–5X alloys. The highest YS was obtained for Mo and W alloyed samples (about 650 MPa), but they fail brittle without noticeable plastic deformation and the TE values are below 3%. The reference Ti alloyed material exhibits with about 30% the largest TE values at intermediate YS (about 420 MPa) and UTS (about 580 MPa). All other alloys show TE values between about 5 and 20% at YS values in the range of 300 and 450 MPa. Interestingly, the Zr alloyed material with the highest specific modulus is the plastically softest one of all tested materials (YS 300 MPa), yet, it is not the most ductile (TE 13%) alloy. This surprising observation underlines the relevance of testing both physical and mechanical performance to evaluate a given alloy system. The mechanical performance of all alloys is summarised in Fig. 4, where the YS of all materials is plotted as a function of their respective TE values (all data points represent average of three test each). A typical inverse strength/ductility relationship can be observed, with the Cr and Ti alloyed material representing positive (i.e. more strong and ductile), the Zr alloyed material negative exceptions (i.e. more soft and brittle).

4.2. Microstructure and constitution

Fig. 5 shows SEM micrographs of the microstructures of all alloys in as-swaged condition in backscatter electron contrast at identical magnification.
magnification. While in all Fe–10 B–5 X materials a roughly comparable fraction of particles is found, their contrast, size distribution and morphology varies substantially between the different alloys. The particles are homogeneously distributed for Ti, Hf, Ta and Cr alloyed samples, whereas in Zr and V alloyed samples clustering occurs, and Nb, Mo and W alloyed samples show partly interconnected networks. In the reference Ti alloyed samples hexagonal and irregular shaped black particles of about 2–3 μm diameter can be observed, as it is well known from hypo-eutectic Fe–TiB₂ HMS. Zr-alloyed samples exhibit sharp-edged and elongated light grey particles with about 5–10 μm in length and <2 μm wide, as well as lower amounts of irregular but rounded dark grey particles. In Hf-alloyed samples similar spiky reinforcements in bright contrast with a length from 3 to 10 μm and a width of around 1 μm appear. V and Cr alloyed materials exhibit dark grey, spherical particles with a diameter below 4 μm, yet, the V alloyed samples contain additionally a lower number of smaller and black ellipsoidal particles below 1 μm in width. In Nb alloyed samples bright particles of both larger hexagonal (diameter > 5 μm) and lamellar (eutectic) morphology can be observed. As similar contrast and bimodal size distribution is found for the Ta alloyed materials, but without the lamellar appearance of the smaller particles. With both Mo and W alloyed materials the particles are also of bright contrast, but of much smaller size (diameter < 0.5 μm). In the Mo alloyed samples the particles are partially arranged as lamellae, in the W alloyed materials they appear predominantly on matrix grain boundaries.

Fig. 6 compiles XRD spectra of all Fe–10 B–5 X alloys (in black) together with the fitting results for the given phases (red, green, cyan and pink, respectively) identified within the ferritic Fe matrix (blue; lattice parameter \(a \approx 0.278 \text{ nm} \)) determined by the Pawley fit. Pawley analyses of the phases and their lattice parameters obtained besides the matrix phase are listed in Table 2. The XRD investigation identified the particles within Ti, Zr and Hf alloyed samples as TiB₂, ZrB₂ and HfB₂, respectively (all of hexagonal lattice type), in agreement with literature data [9]. Within the V, Nb, Ta and Cr alloyed samples, borides of the tetragonal M₂B structures with similar lattice parameters could be identified. In the V alloyed sample, hexagonal MB₂ phase could identified (most probably VB₂), which likely corresponds to the smaller number of darker particles found in the SEM images (Fig. 5). Ternary NbFeB and TaFeB borides (both hexagonal structure, similar lattice parameters) were identified in the Nb and Ta alloyed materials, respectively. A similar MMB-type phase (FeWB), but with orthorhombic structure, was found in the W alloyed sample, as well as peaks indicating the presence of a tetragonal M₃B phase. The latter type was also found in the Mo alloyed sample, additional to hexagonal MoB₂ and tetragonal Mo₂FeB₂.

5. Discussion
5.1. Microstructure–property relationships of the different Fe–B–X alloys

We successfully screened the stiffness, density, strength and ductility of Fe–10 B–5 X alloys (at.%; X = Ti, Zr, Hf, V, Nb, Ta, Cr, Mo, W) after liquid metallurgy synthesis and thermo-mechanical processing. Our
Fig. 6. Measured XRD spectra and fitting results of the different alloys in as-swaged condition.

Table 2
Space groups, lattice parameters (a, b, c) and fitted peak positions (2θ; Pawley fit) of all phases detected in the materials of this study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Space group</th>
<th>a (Å)</th>
<th>b (Å)</th>
<th>c (Å)</th>
<th>2θ/°</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ferrite</td>
<td>I4m-3m</td>
<td>2.866</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NbFeB</td>
<td>P-62m</td>
<td>6.000</td>
<td>3.199</td>
<td>4.819</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TaFeB</td>
<td>P-62m</td>
<td>5.977</td>
<td>3.187</td>
<td>4.807</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FeWB</td>
<td>Pmna</td>
<td>5.820</td>
<td>3.728</td>
<td>5.607</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MzB</td>
<td>I4/mcm</td>
<td>5.107</td>
<td>5.127</td>
<td>5.172</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3B</td>
<td>P4/n</td>
<td>8.626</td>
<td>8.639</td>
<td>8.689</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MoZFeB2</td>
<td>P4/mmm</td>
<td>5.760</td>
<td>3.139</td>
<td>5.470</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
results allow for the first time to systematically evaluate and compare their microstructures and resultant properties, and thus to gain a first insight into their applicability for the alloy design of novel generations of lightweight structural materials. The reference Ti alloyed material contained about 10% TiB₂ in a ferritic Fe matrix (Figs. 5 and 6), which – as the resultant properties (specific modulus ~31 GPa g cm⁻³; YS 420 MPa; UTS 570 MPa; TE 30%; Figs. 2 and 4) – is in excellent agreement with previous findings [28,36]. The other Fe–B–X systems with an identical X/B ratio, synthesis and processing, however, exhibit a wide range of differing particle microstructures (in also ferritic matrices; Figs. 5 and 6), and consequently drastically varying physical and mechanical properties (Figs. 1 and 3).

The Zr alloyed samples showed with 32.5 GPa g⁻¹ cm³ the highest specific modulus of all materials studied here (Fig. 2). It is even exceeding that of the reference material with TiB₂, despite the lower effectiveness of the major particle constituent ZrB₂ (ρ 6.1 g cm⁻³, E 498 to 638 GPa [37]; resulting in a specific modulus of about 82–105 GPa g⁻¹ cm³ compared to 125 GPa g⁻¹ cm³ for TiB₂ [26]). The particles additionally observed in the same microstructure are most likely Fe-rich M₂B borides [8,38] (whose amount was too small to be detected by XRD analysis), which typically exhibit an even lower specific modulus (e.g. Fe₂B: ρ 7.15 g cm⁻³, E 290 GPa [41]), and thus also are most probably not responsible for the increased specific modulus of the Zr alloyed material. However, a pronounced increase in E from 233 GPa in the as-cast state to 245 GPa after swaging could be observed (without changes in ρ; Fig. 1). This observation indicates that swaging has promoted alignment of the spiky ZrB₂ particles along the longitudinal axis of the material, resulting in increased stiffness along this direction (anisotropic properties). The associated highly localised stress around the spiky ZrB₂ particles, however, possibly initiates cracking [27,39], which would explain the observed lower ductility compared to the Ti alloyed samples with its polygonal and round particle morphology (Figs. 3 and 4).

By contrast, the V alloyed samples were stronger but less ductile than the Ti alloyed reference material, which can be attributed to the higher volume fraction of boride particles, which could be identified as VB₂ and M₂B. While the available data for VB₂ and M₂B indicate (ρ ranging from 4.61 to 5.28 g cm⁻³ [37]; experimentally determined E 267 GPa [29]; theoretically predicted E 562 GPa [40]), they suggest that its specific modulus is most probably smaller than that of TiB₂. As a result, despite the higher fraction of boride particles, the V alloyed materials exhibit a specific modulus on a similar level as the Ti alloyed samples, but at reduced mechanical performance.

The Cr alloyed materials exhibit a similar property profile as the V alloyed samples, yet with slightly better mechanical performance and minimally decreased specific modulus. Here only M₂B type borides were identified in accord with literature data [30,41]. However, the generally beneficial effect of Cr on E [42] may have compensated for the absence of typically stiffer M₂B type borides in this case, i.e. it is likely that Cr₂B (or Cr-rich M₂B) is more effective than FeB₂, which is to be confirmed by future investigations (for example by targeted nano-indentation experiments as shown in [22]).

Nb alloyed material exhibited with 245 GPa almost as high E values as the best performing Zr alloyed samples. Due to the scarcity of information about the intrinsic properties of the detected phases (ρ of hexagonal Fe₃NbB 7.84 g cm⁻³ [41,43]) it remains unclear whether the high specific modulus of the Nb alloyed material is caused by the type or rather the higher volume fraction of the boride phases formed. Their rather detrimental morphology (Fig. 5), however, most probably accounts for the pronounced embrittlement observed for this alloy.

The remaining Mo, Hf, and Ta alloyed materials all exhibited less favourable properties than the above discussed alloy systems. Hf additions resulted in HfB₂ borides of a spiky morphology as for the Zr alloyed material, but nevertheless a much lower specific modulus at similar mechanical performance. Mo and W additions, on the other hand, led to favourable, i.e. very fine and spherical particle morphology of multiple types of phases, but were brittle and, especially for W, extremely ineffective in increasing the specific modulus.

5.2. Consequences for alloy design of HMS

In order to evaluate the different Fe–10 B–5 X alloys with regard to their suitability for alloy design of lightweight structural materials, their respective key properties E, ρ, YS and TE are summarised in Fig. 7. Optimum lightweight performance is represented by a simultaneously high specific modulus, YS and TE. Consequently, respective alloy compositions are located in the upper right corner of this modified Ashby map. Four Fe–B–X systems can be readily identified as potential candidates, i.e. those containing Zr, V, Cr, and, as already known, Ti. Within that group, an inverse relationship between mechanical performance and specific modulus applies, just as for strength vs. ductility (Fig. 4) and stiffness vs. density (Fig. 2).

This is related to the respective microstructures with the key parameters phase type (stiffness and density), morphology, size and fraction (assuming strong particle/matrix bonding, which our results showed no adverse indications of). Thus effective yet coarse and spiky particles of high fraction, for example, are improving the stiffness/density ratio, but at the same time they are deteriorating the plastic mechanical performance. Especially Zr alloyed materials exhibit superior but most probably anisotropic physical properties due to the alignment of the elongated ZrB₂ particles through the thermomechanical processing, but at the price of reduced ductility. However, this phenomenon can also be exploited and rendered beneficial by matching this particle alignment with the loading direction (preferably in the elastic regime) of a specific part as commonly done in fibre reinforced plastics [44]. One pathway to achieve isotropic properties of Fe–B–Zr based HMS could be spheroidisation of ZrB₂ by additional alloying elements, similar in effect to spheroidisation of graphite flakes in grey cast Fe alloys by e.g. by magnesium additions [45]. Alternatively, increased solidification rates during synthesis (for example utilising selective laser deposition as in 3D printing or spray compaction) could be utilised, which has been successfully demonstrated on Fe–Ti–B alloys to result in nanosized homogeneously distributed particles and superior property combinations [46]. However, as these measures will most likely improve the mechanical performance, the stiffness might be reduced compared to Fe–TiB₂ based HMS due to the lower efficiency of ZrB₂. Our results also reveal Fe–B–Cr alloys as another extremely interesting candidate.
for future HMS design. Their physical and mechanical performance is close to those of Ti-alloyed materials, but with much cheaper alloy composition. Future investigations are aiming at clarifying how higher Cr and B additions and different Cr/B ratios (to match the specific modulus TiB₂ based HMS) affect the microstructure and properties of Fe–B–Cr alloys.

Another promising pathway of balancing physical and mechanical properties is to add more than one boride forming element to Fe–B based alloys. This could be a successful design strategy to circumvent the observed embrittlement by the formation of coarse primary particles [27,28] despite the associated higher particle volume fraction compared to those studied here (about 10 vol.%). For example, an alloy of the composition Fe–20–5 Ti–5 Zr (or Cr; all in at.%) might open a thermodynamic state where both pseudo-binary Fe–TiB₂ and Fe–ZrB₂ systems stay below their respective eutectic concentrations (about 12 vol.% of each MB₂ phase). Should the now quaternary composition allow for these phenomena, the resultant fraction of about 10 vol.% each of TiB₂ and of ZrB₂ – both then of small and mechanically compliant eutectic morphology – could thus lead to greatly improved mechanical performance over an alloy containing a similar fraction (20 vol.%) of either only TiB₂ or ZrB₂ with both primary and eutectic boride particles. In a similar manner, rather than combining two boride forming elements, it appears also feasible to replace a given fraction of B for example with C. All these phenomena are the subject of ongoing investigations, as are the influences of additional alloying elements for altering the matrix constitution and microstructure.

6. Summary and conclusions

We systematically screened the mechanical, physical and microstructural properties of nine Fe–10 B–5 X alloy systems (at.%; X = Ti, Zr, Hf, V, Nb, Ta, Cr, Mo, W); all synthesised and processed by standard liquid metallurgical techniques. As precise knowledge about the forming boride phases and their intrinsic properties is rather incomplete, we chose to follow a property driven approach in order to identify the most suitable systems for the alloy design of metal matrix composite steels as next generation lightweight materials. From the obtained stiffness, density and tensile data, as well as their relation to type, size, morphology and dispersion of the formed boride particles, the following conclusions can be drawn:

(1) The Fe–B–Ti alloy containing – 10 vol.% of TiB₂ in a ferritic Fe matrix, represents with a specific modulus of ~31 GPa g–1 cm³, yield strength of ~420 MPa, ultimate tensile strength of ~570 MPa and ~30% tensile elongation the reference HMS material, in excellent agreement with literature data.

(2) The other Fe–B–X systems exhibited widely differing microstructures of different boride phases and mixes thereof, ranging from spiky MB₂ to spherical M₂B and lamellar borides of more complex morphologies and composition. Both density and stiffness were affected by thermomechanical treatments, up to about 0.2 g cm–³ and 10 GPa, respectively, depending on the alloy system.

(3) The property profile of the alloys fall into two groups: Zr, Nb, Cr and V alloyed samples exhibited a specific modulus similar or better than the Ti-alloyed samples but at reduced mechanical performance, or the other way around, respectively. Mo, Hf, Ta and W alloyed systems, on the other hand, neither reached a high stiffness/density ratio, nor high strength and ductility, despite partly favourable boride microstructures and fractions.

(4) Based on these findings Cr and Zr were identified as the most promising boride forming elements for HMS alloy design. Cr, as its high fraction of M₂B borides of spherical morphology allows achieving an almost similar stiffness/density ratio and mechanical performance as Ti alloyed materials, but at greatly reduced alloying costs. Zr alloyed materials on the other hand were softer and less ductile than the reference material, but the alignment of spiky ZrB₂ particles during swaging led to a much higher – though most probably anisotropic – specific modulus.

(5) Future investigations are concerned with further iterating the ideal ratio and fraction of Cr and B using bulk metallurgical high throughput techniques. Further interest lies in examining and exploiting the anisotropic properties observed for Zr alloyed materials, and, most importantly, the possibility to combine different boride forming elements for balancing conflicting mechanical and physical properties. This might also be achieved by controlling the solidification kinetics and by utilising additional alloying elements to further improve the property profile of HMS.
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